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EFFECT OF CASCADE PARAMETERS ON ROTATING STALL
By A. H. Stenning, B. S. Seidel
and Y. Senoo
SUMMARY
Analysis of the vortex model proposed by Kriebel, Seidel, and
Schwind shows this representation of rotating stall satisfies, at least
approximately, the requirements at the cascade. Cascade-parameter-
variation effects on rotating stall were studied in a circular cascade
and single-stage compressor. Modification of the single-stage compres-
sor stopped the rotating-stall pattern and permitted observation of the
pressure and velocity distribution around the annulus. Closer observa-
tion might be possible with proper flow-visualization techniques, such
as a water pump.
INTRODUCTION
The present report covers part of an investigation of stall propaga-
tion in cascades and compressors which has been carried out at the Gas
Turbine Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute'o_Techno!ogy under the
sponsorship and with the financial support of the_National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. This study investigates in detail the mechanism
of stall propagation in order to obtain improved methods of control
through a better understanding of the phenomenon.
In the first part of the investigation a small perturbation analysis
of rotating stall in a cascade was developed and compared with the avail-
able test data and with information obtained from the Gas Turbine Lab-
oratory circular cascade and single-stage compressor (refs. I and 2).
This analysis considered the stability of the flow under the two limit-
ing conditions which represented the best estimate of the bounds on the
behavior of the fluid downstream of the cascade. Conditions for the
initiation of rotating stall and expressions for propagation velocity
were obtained. The stability criterion_ which was the same as that de-
rived earlier by Emmons (ref. 5), states that rotating stall becomes pos-
sible when dCPd_lis equal to -2 cot _i(i - Cp) if _2 is constant.
Comparisonof the stability criterion with _ numberof cascade and stage
tests (refs. i to A) indicates that rotatimg stall occurs with dCp/d_l
equal to or greater than the predicted numerical value. Observedpro-
pagation velocities fell between the values predicted for the two ex-
treme cases and showedno consistent agreementwith either. Since the
fully developed stall propagation phenomenoris highly nonlinear_ close
agreementwith any linearized small perturbstion and analysis is unlikely.
During the early phase of the experimental investigation the number
of stall cells in the circular cascade was considerably larger than the
numberusually observed in compressors, and the frequency of stalling of
one airfo_l approached the K_rm_nvortex frequency as the solidity of
the cascade was reduced. In addition, small regions of very low density
were observed in someschlieren photographs after an airfoil stalled.
These observations suggested the presence of vortices in the unsteady
flow, and later in the investigation high-s_eed interferograms were taken
of the flow in the cascade3 showing clearly that when one of the airfoils
stalled, all of the shed circulation departed in the form of a single vor-
tex followed by a starting vortex whenthe airfoil unstalled. A new theo-
retical model of rotating stall was constructed and was foumd to agree
well with observations in the single-stage compressor as well as in the
cascade (ref. S).
Unfortunately, neither of the analyses _ave a clear answer to the
problem of determining the numberof stall cells to be expected in a
given configuration, and the unsteadiness of the phenomenonmadeobser-
vation of the cell-splitting process exceediagly difficult. The small
perturbation analysis indicated that the tim_-dependent boundary-layer
response might be a governing factor. The v_rtex model suggested the
additional hypothesis that stall-cell splittLng might be produced when
the width of the stall-cell exceededa critical value depending on the
length of the cell downstream, although it appears that this predicted
value is too large to be of practical importance in most cases.
The major effort during the final phase of the study has been di-
rected toward the following objectives:
(i) The behavior of the vortex model cl_se to the cascade has been
studied to answer somequestions that arose luring the original analysis.
(2) The effect of variation of cascade _arameters on rotating stall
was investigated by changing the wall config_ation_ camber_and stagger
in the circular cascade and by changing the ;_irfoil shape in the
compressor.
(5) The extreme difficulty of obtaining any useful data on the pro-
cess of stall-cell splitting whenthe cell i.; rotating suggested the de-
sirability of designing a compressor stage w:lth sufficient counterrota-
tion ahead of the rotor to stop the stall ce i relative to the casing and
5thus facilitate observation. This result was accomplished by modifica-
tion of the single-stage compressor, and several runs were madewith the
stall cell stationary or rotating in the direction opposite to the rotor.
The contribution madeby Mr. K. Isaksen during a thesis investiga-
tion is gratefully acknowledged.
SYMBOLS
b width of stall cell
C absolute fluid velocity
Cp cascade pressure coefficient
Cr radial velocity
F pressure recovery factor
L blade chord
p static pressure
Po stagnation pressure
p' mean static pressure
r distance from vortex
s blade spacing
t time
At time increment
U blade speed
u induced x-velocity
V fluid velocity relative to stall cell
Vp propagation speed of stall cell relative to cascade
v induced y-velocity
W fluid velocity relative to cascade
X coordinate along cascade axis
Y coordinate normal to cascade axis
4absolute fluid angle
fluid angle relative to cascade
F vortex strength or circulation
Fo circulation outside blade cell
Fs shed vorticity
y meanfluid angle relative to stall cell
p fluid density
k blade stagger angle
cascade solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
Subscripts:
m
x
e
1
2
mean condition
axial component of velocity
tangential component of velocity
upstream of cascade (inlet in circular cascade)
downstream of cascade
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF VORrEX ANALYSIS
In reference 5, with the assumptions that an airfoil loses all its
circulation when it enters a stall cell and that the axial velocity within
the stall cell is zero, the requirements of _onservation of vorticity and
mass were employed to derive the following e_pression for the propaga-
tion velocity of the stall cell:
w0,1= - (1)
where W 2 is the velocity outside the stall cell downstream of the blade
row and Ws,1 is the tangential velocity f_" upstream. The assumption
that the circulation drops to zero in the cel is a reasonable one if the
5velocity in the cell is zero since the airfoil can have no lift when it
is surrounded by stationary fluid. However, no theoretical justification
could be found for the assumption of zero velocity although measuredve-
locities within the cell were very close to zero. The analysis did not
consider the conditions in the region close to the cascade, and it was
thought that an analysis of the flow at the cascade would yield additional
requirements which would permit a complete solution without assuming a
value of the velocity within the stall cell. The difficulty of obtaining
a closed solution for the motion of an infinite numberof vortices led to
the adoption of a numerical approach, which is described later. However,
a simple analysis of the equilibrium of the stall cell at the cascade has
clarified someof the questions raised by the original analysis.
EQUILIBRIUMOFSTALLCELLAT CASCADE
If the stall cell, shownin figure i, is considered as a region that
has an axial velocity of zero, moving along the cascade with velocity Vp
and removing the circulation from the unstalled airfoils as it passes
over them, then the Kriebel, Seidel, and Schwind analysis (ref. 5) yields
equation (i) for the propagation velocity. If the flow outside the stall
cell is loss-free, equation (I) reduces to
= i - (2)
Ws,l sin2_l
This analysis does not consider the equilibrium of the front face of the
stall cell, and it remains to be seen whether this region is in balance.
The flow is steady with respect to an observer on the stall cell if the
vorticity is spread out over a line instead of being concentrated in vor-
tices. The control volume around the front face of the stall cell shown
in figure 1 indicates that there is no momentum flux through the control
volume and no lift on the airfoils so that the integrated pressure forces
on the control volume must be zero for equilibrium. The flow around the
front of the stall cell is essentially the same as that around a flat
plate inclined at a large angle to the flow, and the mean pressure on the
front must therefore be almost equal to the stagnation pressure relative
to the stall cell (ref. 6). If p' is the mean static pressure on the
front of the stall cell, p' = Pl + F _ V_ where V 1 is the velocity of
the fluid upstream relative to the cell, and F is of the order of 0.8
to 0.9, depending on the angle made by the vector V 1 with the face of
the cell. If the pressure downstream of the cascade is constant and equal
to P2' then
p: p2: pl+F§ (3)
for equilibrium.
6Therefore
But
Then
Solving for
v_=w2 Vp)2x,l + (We,l "
= W 2 + V 2 - 2We,l_ p
: (P2 Pl + F _ W21 + Vp
_- _ :c__._
2 ..2We, lVp)+
Vp results in the follo_ing equation:
___:_±__ (F-c_
We, i F _in2_l
(4)
Earlier considerations of the vortex motio_ led to the rejection of the
larger value because it was incompatible with the actual propagation
mechanism. Equation (4) is interesting be(ause it has almost the same
form as equation (2), and, if F = I, the iwo expressions are identical.
Put in physical terms, the stall cell must move with a velocity sufficient
to reduce the stagnation pressure relative to the stall cell to a value
that can be balanced by the pressure downslream. To satisfy this re-
quirement, the cell moves in the direction of Ce_ I. Stall cells of
this type can exist only for diffusing eas(ades with Cp greater than
the critical value (F - sin2_l).
From the preceding simple analysis of the equilibrium of the front
of the stall cell, it can be seen that the Kriebel, Seidel, and Schwind
assumption of zero velocity within the sta]l cell satisfies, at least
approximately, the requirements at the cascade.
NUMERICALANALYSISOFVORTEXTRAJECTORIES
In order to obtain detailed information about the flow close to the
cascade, a numerical calculation of the vortex motion was carried out
using a Burroughs digital computer. The problem was approachedby con-
sidering the flow field from the point of view of an Observer on the
stall cell. In this reference frame, airfoils approach the stall cell
with velocity Vp, release their circulation as they enter the cell, and
regain it whenthey leave (fig. 2). A starting vortex is shed by each
airfoil when it unstalls. If an arbitrary propagation velocity and cell
width are chosen and the airfoils are fed into the stall cell with this
velocity, the vortex trajectories maybe found, and the periodic varia-
tion in angle of attack at the ends of the cell computed. If the values
of Vp and b chosen are the correct ones for the cascade, the angle
of attack at the upper end of the cell will attain the stalling value at
the instant when an airfoil enters the cell and sheds its circulation,
and the angle of attack at the lower end of the cell will return to the
unstalling value just at the instant whenthe airfoil regains its circu-
lation. If the values of Vp and b chosen are not the correct ones,
the angles of attack will not match the cascade characteristic, which
might be of the form shownin figure 3, and the calculation must be re-
peated with new values. A high-speed computer could be programmedto
hunt for the correct solution, but the present study was limited to a
study of the feasibility of the basic calculation and the completion of
a trial case. The problem is defined by selecting values of s_,
Fo/Vms, Fs/Fo, y, Vp/Vm, s/L, and k. Auxiliary information to determine
the location along the chord of the bound vortex and the initial point
of the shed vortices is also required. An upper bound to the number of
vortices in the field is set by the memory capacity of the computer.
A shed vortex moves with a velocity determined by summing the veloc-
ities induced upon it by all the other vortices and adding the effect of
the streaming flow Vm. Thus, if the motion of the K th vortex is to be
found,
uK I \v V m cos y (5)L J + vm
vK i i +V m sin y
Vm
8(v)
YK (a)
Similarly, the local incidence on the airfoils entering and leaving the
stall cell may be calculated by finding the induced velocities ahead of
the airfoils.
A single (one choice of Vp/V m) computation of the type described
was carried out on a Burroughs E lO1 electronic computer. Representative
values of the parameters were chosen and are as follows:
s/b = 1/7; £o/Vm s = 0.616; Vp/Vm = 0.595
r = 36o; k= 50°; s/L= 1.0; £s/r= 1.0
The location of the bound vortex along the :hord and the initial point
for the shedding of the vortices are shown [n figure 2. The choice of
the latter point was governed by the considerations given by Krlebel,
Seidel, and Schwind in reference 5. The calculation was commenced with
20 airfoils on each side of the cell, the nmnber being limited by the
capacity of the computer. Figures 4 and 5 _resent the results of this
calculation. In figure 4, the circles mark the positions of the shed
vortices at a given time after several airf)ils have passed through the
stall cell. The lines show the trajectory )f each vortex. The rapid
convergence of the calculation is indicated by the close correspondence
of the trajectories of the last three vorti:es shed at each end of the
stall cell.
The possibility of the stall-cell conf:guration being governed by
the stability requirements of the vortex st:'eet had been suggested during
the experimental investigation and, althou_1 there was no experimental
evidence that the street arranged itself in a definite pattern, still
the hypothesis had not been definitely disp:'oved. However, the computed
vortex trajectories showed no instability d._velopment, and the street
seemed to be growing in an orderly manner w:th the expected tendency to
roll up at the ends. The result suggests t]_t the vortex street does
not influence the size of the stall cell sii_ce the vortices apparently
accommodated themselves to the completely a_bitrary dimensions of the cell.
Figure 5 shows the values of inlet angle at the ends of the stall
cell relative to the cascade. The calculat::ou converges rapidly, and
after four cycles the process is essentially periodic. Vortices are re-
leased from the ends of the cell at 0, l, 2, 3, and so forth. At the up-
per end of the cell, the inlet angle attains a maximumvalue of 76° just
before the vortex is released; this maybe regarded as the angle at which
stall occurs. At the lower end of the cell the inlet angle is 54° when
the airfoil unstalls; therefore, for the assumedstall-cell configuration
a cascade characteristic with hysteresis would be required. In addition,
it would be desirable to follow the angle at the leading edge of one air-
foil as it passes through the cell to ensure that the value of 54° is not
attained before reaching the bottom of the cell. If the true cascade
characteristic were one with no hysteresis, Vp or b or both would have
to be adjusted until _Upperend = _Lowerend at stall and unstall.
The calculation method appears satisfactory and could be refined to
include cascade characteristics more complex than that shownin figure 3.
EFFECTOFCASCADEPARAMETERSONROTATINGSTALL
During the course of the experimental program, repeated attempts
have been madeto secure somecontrol over the numberof stall cells in
the circular cascade and single-stage compressorby systematic variation
of cascade parameters. As reported previously (refs. 1 and 5), the num-
ber of stall cells found in the circular cascade has always been between
nine and twenty, with the exception of one case in which five cells were
apparently present. Increasing the radial spacing between the nozzle
row and the diffusing blade row from 1 chord length to 2 had no effect
on the number of cells although it is possible that a more substantial
increase in spacing would have caused somechange in the pattern. When
the solidity of the diffusing cascade was changedin steps from 1 to 1/5,
no significant change in the numberof cells was observed. Changing the
stagger of the cascade did not affect the numberof cells, neither did
removal of the wall boundary layer upstream of the cascade. Experiments
on rectilinear cascades carried out at Harvard University (ref. 3) and
CambridgeUniversity (ref. 7) have yielded similar results with stall-
cell wavelengths of the order of only three or four blade spacings in-
stead of the ten to thirty customarily found in compressors.
The single-stage compressor, on the other hand, did not usually have
more than four stall cells. Of all the blade-row configurations tested,
only one (a set of guide vanes followed by a rotor) had more than four
cells. In this case, eight or nine cells were observed whenrotating
stall commenced. These cells broke downinto the familiar one, two,
three, four sequenceas the flow was reduced.
The substantial step in size from the small cells to the large ones
suggests the possibility of two governing mechanismsthat control the
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small cell and large cell regimes, respectively. The inability to de-
termine the governing parameters makesan analytical approach exceedingly
difficult since there are few suggestions as to the best approach. In
consequence, a continued program of testing lifferent cascade configura-
tions has been maintained, in spite of the ulsatisfactory results of such
work in the past, because the only possibility of solving the problem at
present appears to be in a continuation of experimental work until some
pattern emerges. The results of the final phase of this program are de-
scribed in the next section.
VARIATIONOFDOWNSTREAMWALLSIN CIRCULARCASCADE
In the original circular cascade, the bounding side walls of the
cascade continued only a few chord lengths downstreamof the diffusing
blades with a sudden expansion into a scroll of large cross section(fig. 6). This sudden expansion so close to the cascade presumably im-
posed a substantially constant pressure around the circumference on the
outlet side of the cascade. In addition, the vortex street bounding a
stall cell was presumably destroyed whenit entered the scroll because
air would be drawn into the vortex cores from the open sides. If the
Kriebel, Seidel, and Schwindhypothesis abou_ the factors governing
the stall-cell size (ref. 5) were correct, i_ would be possible to in-
crease the width of the cells by extending tl_e walls downstreamof the cas-
cade and thus increasing the length of the stall cells. Accordingly, the
side walls were extended A inches all around the test section and earlier
tests repeated, using configuration B of reference 5, with the circular
cascade set at a stagger of 51° and a solidily of 1.0.
The walls had no detectable effect on cascade performance, number
of cells, or velocity of propagation. It is concluded that the sudden
expansion after the cascade is not responsible for the large numberof
cells.
HIGH-CAMBERBLADESIN CIRCUI_ CASCADE
All previous work in the circular casca(e had been carried out with
the sameset of blades, modified 65-series airfoils of low camber. Tc
study the effect of camberupon rotating sta[i, a set of 65(18)10 alr-
foils was madeand tested in the circular cascade with stagger angles
of 51° and 0°, measuredfrom the radial dire(tion. The blade chord was
1.00 inch, and the cascade solidity 1.00 at the leading edge. The low Mach
numberperformance of the cascade at 51o stagger angle is shownin figure
7 with and without extended side walls. The pressure-rise characteristic
of the cascade was altered slightly by the side walls, but rotating stall
occurred at the sameangles in both cases anc was of the sametype. After
a first peak in the CD curve at a _i of _i5°, the pressure coefficient
ll
fell and rose again to a second peak at a _i of 61°. In the vicinity of
the second peak somerandomstall occurred, but periodic rotating stall
did not commenceuntil 81 reached 65° , at which point eight to ten
cells were observed and propagated with a Vp/Ce,1 of 0.32. As in all
the previous studies, not more than two adjacent blade passages were
stalled at any time (fig. 8). This pattern of stall cells persisted up
to an inlet angle of 71°, at which point a combination of stall propaga-
tion and surge phenomenonwas observed, with somereverse flow occurring
in blade passages before the propagating stall reached them (fig. 8(b)).
The stall cell was still visible, but appeared to be accompaniedby an
over-all surging process, which confused the schlieren photographs and
prevented an accurate analysis of the numberof cells and their velocity
of propagation. As Pl was increased beyond 71°, the surging became
more pronounced until at 83° no sign of stall propagation could be seen,
and the flow in the portion of the cascade visible in the window consisted
only of a confused motion of highly turbulent air with frequent flow re-
versals in the individual passages (fig. 8(c)). The schliereu pictures
with and without extended side walls showthat the side walls had no
visible effect on the phenomenon.
The stagger of the cascade was next changed to zero. The purpose of
this change was to investigate the possibility of rotating stall occur-
ring with a pressure drop, instead of a pressure rise, across the cascade.
The small perturbation theory shows no preference in this respect, re-
quiring only that dCp/d_1 attain a critical negative value for rotating
stall to be possible. The large perturbation analysis with zero velocity
within the cell requires a definite positive value of Cp to permit a
pressure balance across the stalled portion of the cascade. The perform-
auce of the cascade at zero stagger is shownin figure 9. There was at
all times a pressure drop across the cascade, although it had a minimum
value at an inlet angle of 42° • In spite of the fact that Cp was al-
ways negative, the Cp against Pl curve had the usual shape. Rotat-
ing stall was first found at an inlet angle of 44° (fig. 10) with a
dCp/d_1 of -6. The theoretical value of dCp/d_1 from the linearized
theory for rotating stall to be possible was -2.5. The cells propagated
very slowly with Vp/Cr,l only 0.34. However, Vp/Ce,1 was 0.35, so
that the change in propagation velocity appeared to be caused by the re-
duction in inlet tangential velocity. There were eleven cells present,
and the predicted value of Vp/Ce,1 from the simple linearized theory
with no pressure variation behind the cascade was 1.0 (in error by a
factor of 3). The vortex-shedding analysis with zero velocity in the
stall cell would give no solution for propagation velocity in this case.
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The schlieren photographs showthat the passageswere never completely
stalled; someflow always passed through thegn. This case is therefore
closer to the small rather than to the large perturbation model. For in-
let angles higher than 49° the rotating stall disappeared and the cascade
was fully stalled.
Figure ii shows a summaryplot of experimental values of Vp/C@,1
for the circular cascade at a solidity of 1.O. It is remarkable that no
consistent effect of camber, stagger, or inD_t angle on propagation veloc-
ity can be seen. Most of the experimental points lie between Vp/Ce,1
of 0.50 and 0.54.
EFFECTOFAIRFOILPROFILEONROTATINGS_J_L IN ISOLATEDROTOR
In the experimental program on the circular cascade, every major
variable but profile shapewas investigated. It was therefore suggested
that the blading used in the experiments on _misolated rotor in the
single-stage-compressor stand (ref. 5) should be replaced by blading with
a different profile shapebut the samedesig_L-point performance.
The original blades had NACA0010 thickness distribution on a
circular-arc camber line with a 50.5 ° camber. The section was the same
at all radii with a 9.7 ° twist from root to ";ip. The stagger at the mean
radius was 52.7 ° and the solidity was 1.02. These blades were replaced
by NACA 65(12)10 profiles, having the same tvlst, solidity, and stagger,
and the same design-point deflection. The _-tip ratio of the compres-
sor was 0.75 and the tip radius was 11.65 inches.
With the usual instrumentation for total and static pressures and with
hot wires to determine the number and frequency of the stall cells, the
low Mach number performance of the isolated _otor was investigated at the
mean radius. The air entered the rotor axially, there being no inlet
guide vanes. The rotor performance in terms of Cp against the mean
radius value of B1 is presented in figure [2 with the performance of
the original blading superimposed for comparison. The performance of the
two blade rows was very similar in and out _ stall. In both blade rows
rotating stall commenced with one stall cell. As flow was decreased the
stall pattern changed to t_o cells and then in an unsteady region of
three or four cells. The stall propagation velocity in the 65-series
blading was slightly lower than in the circuLar-arc blading (fig. 15) in
agreement with the trend predicted by equation (2), since the 65-series
blading had the higher pressure coefficient. As in previous configura-
tions, y--V_/Ce,1 was practically constant over the rotating-stall range.
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INVESTIGATIONOFA CASCADE OF CYLINDERS
A cascade of cylinders can show behavior similar to that of a cas-
cade of airfoils. It can deflect a flow and produce an increase in
static pressure. In addition, a cascade of cylinders has a characteristic
frequency of vortex shedding. This information suggests the possibility
of rotating stall (or phased vortex shedding) existing in a cascade of
cylinders. To investigate this possibility, a set of cylinders of 0.50-
Inch diameter was made and installed In the circular-cascade test section
with cascade solldltles (cylinder diam./spacing) of 0.50 and 0.25. With a
solidity of 0.50, a large pressure drop across the cascade was measured
at all angles of attack. The flow was fully separated behind the cylin-
ders at all inlet angles with large wakes of width approximately equal
to the cylinder diameter. No phenomenon resembling rotating stall was
observed, although at some inlet angles large velocity fluctuations of a
random nature were found with a hot wire placed just upstream of the cas-
cade. The dlametral Reynolds number was 6×104. With a solidity of 0.25,
a pressure rlse was observed across the cascade at inlet angles greater
than 60 °, and Cp attained a peak value of 0.4 at 78 °, decreasing rapidly
at higher angles. Large random fluctuations in velocity ahead of the cas-
cade were observed just after the peak on the Cp curve, but the schlle-
ren photographs showed nothing which resembled rotating stall. Because
of lack of time, the investigation was terminated at this point. Any
thefurtherlowR°y koldsca_bd;Sr°f icyl_ldessSth hOuldlp_ _bablYeb; odlrxectedrmtt_o_ d
occurs close to the cylinder, and the vortices would have more influence
on adjacent cylinders.
STOPPING THE ROTATING STALL PATTERN IN AN AXIAL COMPRESSOR
In an investigation of the flow in and around a stall cell, the
major difficulty Is measurement of velocities and directions in an un-
steady flow. Hot wires are still not entirely satisfactory for measure-
ments of unsteady velocities, especially where large angle fluctuations
occur. If the stall pattern was stationary, conventional instruments
could be employed to determine the limits of the stalled zone and the
flow pattern in and around it. A study of the velocity triangles shows
how thls objective may be attained. With the stall cell propagating
against the direction of rotation of the rotor with velocity Vp rela-
tive to the rotor, the absolute velocity of propagation is then U - Vp.
In order to halt the stall cell, U must equal Vp. In the isolated rotor
with 65-serles blades, Vp was approximately 0.4 We,1. If it is assumed
that this relation would be unchanged by preswirl when the guide vanes were
a considerable distance upstream of the rotor, the stall cell would be
stopped when U = 0.4 We, 1. The value C@, 1 must be approximately 1.5 U
in the direction opposite to that of rotation because We,1 = U - Ce,1.
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Considerable counterswirl is therefore required, and for _i to be 75°,
_i must be 66°. The work doneby the rotcr becomes a very small fraction
of the kinetic energy leaving the guide vanes and entering the rotor so
that it is impossible to stop the cell in a simple guide-vane and rotor
combination. The losses in the system are so high that an additional
booster fan is required. With a blower, which produced a boost pressure
of 3 inches of water at the inlet of the axial compressor, calculations
showed that it would be possible to halt the stall cell with values of
_i equal to or higher than 75 ° at a compressor speed of I000 rpm. Lower
values of _I could not be attained at th_ s compressor speed because of
the high losses in the system. A set of adjustable preswirl vanes was
constructed and installed in the radial inlet of the single-stage compres-
sor (fig. 14), and a blower with a capacity of 16,000 cubic feet per
minute at a delivery pressure of 3 inches of water was mounted beside the
compressor, feeding air to the compressor intake through a balloon-type
plenum chamber made of thin plastic sheet. The complete arrangement is
shown in figure 15, with the compressors running and the plenum inflated.
A large number of static-pressure taps were drilled in the casing
around the circumference ahead of and behind the rotor, and the leads were
connected to a bank of manometer tubes. I[ addition, instrumentation for
determining flow angle and stagnation pressure was installed upstream of
the rotor, and two Kiel probes were installed downstream.
The manometer board arrangement is shown in figure 16. The zero
reading is given by the left-hand tube on both boards. The next three
tubes on the left-hand board show upstream and downstream stagnation pres-
sures, and the remainder give static-pressure readings.
With some trial-and-error adjustment cf the compressor speed and
guide vanes, it was found possible to stop the stall pattern over a
range of _l close to the predicted valueE. The best indication of
a stationary cell was the bank of manometez tubes, which clearly showed
the moving pressure wave when the absolute rotational speed fell below
1 rps. With proper adjustment the pressure wave could be held station°
ary for several seconds, and photographs of the pressure distribution
could be taken before some disturbance caused movement of the pattern.
A typical standing wave is shown in figure 17. At this point, _I was
74 ° at the mean radius, and _l was 59 °. Previous tests on the iso-
lated rotor suggested that two or more cells should have been present
at this point, but only one cell was found, and __Vp/We_1 was 0.5 instead
of 0.4. The change in the stall-cell pattern may have been due to the
nonuniform character of the flow entering the rotor, since the preswirl
vanes set up a free vortex-swirl distribution, with a resulting angle
distribution quite unlike that for which the rotor was designed. The
stall cell extended from root to tip of the blades.
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With a further increase in _l, the stall cell could be madeto ro-
tate slowly in the direction opposite to that of the rotor. In reference
4, experiments with adjustable guide vanes are described in which no
change in the absolute stall-propagation speed was found whenthe guide-
vane angle was changed. Whent_e results reported herein are considered,
it appears that guide-vane interference was responsible for the invariance
of Vp in the NACAtests.
With the stall cell stationary, a remarkable confirmation of the
hypothesis of zero velocity in the cell could be obtained simply by exam-
ining the exhaust leaving the rear of the compressor. Over a substantial
portion of the annulus no flow could be detected. Analysis of the pres-
sure patterns from the manometerboards also confirmed several other
ideas (fig. 17). In part of the stall cell, there was no pressure change
across the blade row. Over the remainder of the cell there appeared to
be somepressure rise, but the upstream pressure measurementswere made
2 chord lengths from the blade row. Measurementsmadecloser to the
blade row would probably showhigher upstream pressures. The circumferen-
tial pressure variation downstreamof the blade row wasmuchsmaller than
that upstream, and the meandownstreampressure was equal to the upstream
ressure plus 0.85 of the dynamic pressure relative to the stall cell
apparently substantiating the simple analysis of the section EQUILYBRIUM
OFSTALLCELLAT CASCADE).
The useful results obtainable from the modification of an air compres-
sor are limited, but, if the basic ideal of stopping the cell pattern is
proved practicable, it appears that experiments on a machine with a trams-
parent casing would yield information on the general phenomenonand might
provide a basis for a method of predicting the number of cells. A water-
pumprig might be particularly suitable for this work. Another interesting
field for investigation is the effect of radial equilibrium and rotation on
stall propagation. This could be studied by varying the guide-vane angle
while adjusting the pumpspeed to keep 61 constant. Any variation in
stalled behavior would then be due to the variation in centrifugal field.
The substantial swirl change from root to tip in the Gas Turbine Labora-
tory rig prevented an investigation of this type because 61 could be
maintained constant only at the meanradius, large changes occurring else-
where whenthe guide-vane angle and compressor speedwere altered.
CONCLUSIONS
The small perturbation analyses of rotating stall appear to give a
good understanding of the stability conditions which govern the initia-
tion of rotating stall_ while the fully developed phenomenoncan be re-
presented by the model developed by Kriebel, Seidel, and Schwind. How-
ever_ no one theory predicts the propagation speed accurately for all the
experimental configurations tested, and the factors governing the number of
stall cells remain undetermined. The major unknownis the response of the
16
boundary layer to an unsteady flow field, _d it is suspected that little
progress will be madeon the rotatiug-stal_ problem until the boundary-
layer behavior is understood.
The demonstrated ability to stop the rotating-stall pattern in a com-
pressor stage should facilitate a closer examination of the stall cell
and the splitting process if suitable flow visualization techniques can
be developed. A water pumpmaybe suitable for this purpose.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass., August 12, 1957.
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Figure 14. - Preswirl vane arrangement in the axial compressor.
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